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A multiset is a set with repeated elements. We consider the number of partitions of a multiset 
of given cardinality into blocks which may be sets or multisets and may be repeated or not, 
giving four partition numbers in all. We first show that the number of blocks in a random 
partition (each partition equally likely) is asymptotically normal by deriving a local limit 
theorem. We then indicate how results of Haigh on the number of blocks of various sizes and 
largest block size can be extended from sets to multisets. 
1. Introduction 
A multiset of type m ~ 7/" is a multiset in which exactly rr~ different elements 
appear exactly i times. A partition of a multiset Jff is a collection of multisets 
(called blocks) whose multiset union (i.e., union with repetition) is ~ff. When we 
suppose each block has no repeated elements we let c(m, k) and v(m, k) denote 
the number of partitions of a multiset of type m into k blocks where the blocks 
are distinct or may be repeated, respectively. These numbers and the correspond- 
ing numbers c*(m, k) and v*(m, k), when the blocks are allowed to have repeated 
elements, have been studied before in Bender [2] and this paper is a continuation 
of that paper. We shall use the notation and many of the arguments and results of 
that paper. In particular we let 
c(m)= Y. c(m, k), v(m)= Y. v(m, k), 
k k 
,'n, (T ~b( . ,k )ye=e- '~ ,g  
k ! " 
The numbers c(m, k) and v(m, k) are generalizations of several numbers. If r = 1 
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and ml =n,  then c(m, k)=S(n,  k), the Stifling numbers of the second kind. If 
mt= n, nh = 0 if i #/ ,  then c(m, k) counts /-covers, first studied by Comtet [4], 
then Baroti [1], Bender [2], and finally Devitt and Jackson [5]. We shall show that 
some of the properties of the Stirling numbers generalize to this more general 
situation. In Section 2 we prove 
Theorem L Let M = ~,~=1 i mi and suppose that r is fixed. Let s be de~ned by 
s log s = M and suppose k = s + O(s") with ct <~3. Then as M--> oo 
~og s.~ 
v(m, k )~ c(m, k)-- c(m) exp( - ( s -k )  2 ~/ -~s  }" 
Moreover if k#s+O(s  ~) with a<~, then c(m,k) and v(m,k) are bounded 
above for M sufficiently large by 
c(m) exp(-M2~-l-~), 
where e is any positive number. 
An analogous result holds for c*(m, k) and v*(m, k). We omit this proof since 
it is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1. In each case, the asymptotic 
normality follows directly. In [2] it is shown that if B(M)  denotes the Mth Bell 
number, then (with s as in Theorem 1) 
B(M) { 
• 
Haigh [6] studied the number of blocks of size b in a random set partition. In 
Section 3 we show how to extend his results to multisets: 
Theorem 2. Let M = ~,'~=1 i mi and suppose that t and r are fixed. Let s be defined 
by s log s = M and 3' = (log s)b/b !. Then as M--~ oo, the fraction of parations of a 
multiset of type m having exactly t blocks o[ size b is 
e-~3"Tt ! + o(1) 
for all four types of multiset partitions. 
Corollary 1. The expected number of blocks of size b in a random partition is 
3"+o(1). 
Corollary 2. The fraction of partitions with largest block size less than b is 
exp(e-") + o(1), where log 2 = log log and 
x = b + ½ log(2~e) +log(1 - e -x) - e log s - ½ log 2 s. 
It is interesting to compare this with the 'dual' problem of distributing unlabel- 
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led objects into labelled boxes. The fraction of distributions with every box 
containing less than b objects is by [7] exp(-2 ~g(")-b) +o(1), where lg is log base 2. 
2. The proof of Theorem 1 
In this section K shall denote an absolute real constant, not always the same 
constant, and e shall denote a positive real number, again not always the same 
number; however, e shall only be used in statements which hold for all sufficiently 
small e. All inequalities and estimates may only hold for M sufficiently large. 
In [2, p. 303] it is shown that 
c(m, k) ~ b(m, k) ~ v(m, k). (2.1) 
2.1. I[ s log s = M, k = s + x, x = O(S"), and a <2, then 
eS- lsM--s --X 2 log es~ 
b(m, k) 2~/~s l_h. i !~ exp{ ~ n~(~) s 2s J" 
Furthermore if x~ O(s"), a <2, then 
b(m, k) <~ c(m) exp(-M~-11) .  
Proof. We begin by estimating 
1 
Suppose k=s+x,  x =O(s~), and a< 2, From 
and Stirling's formula for k l, 
ekkM-k ~ X rn~(~)~ 
F(k) 
• x/2~kl'h- i! ~' exp[ k J" 
Since 1/k = 1/s + O(x/s 2) and 
(s + x) ~- ' -~  = s~- ' s -X(1  + x/s) ~- ' -~  
=s M-" exp{-x log s + (s: 
= S M-s exp{- -x  
x 2 
X 2 X 3 
x 2 Mx 2 } 
2s 2s 2 ~-o(1) , 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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where 
= eSs~-~ exp { ~ trt~(~) l .
C=C(m)  x/2'rrsrIi!", s - 
This is a maximum when x = 0 (i.e., k = s). 
We now show that (2.2) is log concave from which it follows that F(k)<~ F(j) if 
k#s+O(s  ~) and j=s+O(s  ~') for a< 2. Then, by (2.3), 
F(k)=O(C exp(-M2~-~-')). (2.4) 
For log concavity note that D 2 log F(y )> 0 and 
i -1 
D 2 log F(y) = - mi )". 1 D2 
i=1 z=o (Y- -  li 2 log F(y + 1)<0.  
From (2.3), (2.4) and the definition of b(m, k) we have for k = s ÷ x, x = O(s ~) 
and a <2, 
(-1)i { (X~s])21oges } b(m,k)= ~ ~ Cexp 
i~s*+lxl 
÷ 0 ~..s~+lxl C f (X--J) 2 . "l'~  exp[- 2s ,oges/] 
~!exp(-M - _ )). 
The first sum can be written as a summation over ]<~s TM and sU4<~j<~s~+[x[. It 
is easily seen that the sum over j ~< sTM is asymptotic to 
X 2 o coq ,o os} 
and that the remaining sums are negligible. This gives the first part of Lemma 2.1. 
For the second part note that if k# s+O(s ~) then we may write b(m, k) as a 
summation over j ~< sa and j > s a. On the first range of summation the jth term is 
O( j! - IC exp(-M~- l -~))  by (2.4) and on the second range of summation it is 
O(CIj!). The second part of Lemma 2.1 follows immediately. [] 
9..2, Let s be defined by s log s =M. Let k = s +x 
x = O(s ~) with a < 2. Then 
c(m, k)-v(m, k)-b(m, k). 
I f  x#O(sa), a<2, then both c(m, k) and v(m, k) are 
O(c(m) 
and suppose that 
Proof. Suppose first of all that k=s+x where x =O(s")  and a<2.  Then by [2, 
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equation (19)] and Lemma 2.1 
/ 2~s [x21og es~ 
b(m)= b(m, k) ~/l-~gseXp~- 2s / 
/ AA'4/3-e 1~-2 
.Kb( . ,  k)MX/2 exp~.. ~[ug ~. 
<~ Kb(m, k)M v2 exp(M */3-a log M). 
The argument of [2, p. 309] shows that for all k 
b(oa- ~, k - t) v(m, k ) -c (m,  k) <~ ~ max 




b(dd-~,  k - l )  b(., l(-~) b(.hl) 





and by [2, equation (21)] and (2.5) this is 
When n > M1 this is 
<~ Kr"M -(1-~)" exp(M 1/3-~ log M)- 
<<- KrnM -(1-')" (2.7) 
and we may proceed as in [2, p. 309] to obtain that the summation over n >~ M 113 ill 
(2.6) is o(b(m, k)). Suppose now that n ~<M v3. Let dg -~ be of type t. Note that t 
can be obtained from m by a series of I~1 = n steps, each step involving selecting 
a j, decreasing the ]th component by 1 and increasing the (/ ' -1)st component by 
1. Define s* and x* by s ' log  s*=M-n  and k - l=s*+x* .  Note that s*= 
s + O(MV3), x* = k - l - s* = k - s - l + O(M v3) = x + O(MV3), 
(~) s* -  s X (~-  t~)(9 
S 8" = 88, 2r S 
and 
= O(MM1/a/s2) + O(MV3Is) = o(1) 
x 2 log es (x*) 2 log es* x 2 -  (x*) 2 
2s 2s* 2s 
(x -x*)(x + x*) log es 
log es = 
2s 
= O(MV3M ~' log u M/M) = o(1). 
By the above, I .emma 2.1 and s S= e ~, 
b(alt-~t, k - l )  (Sff)M(s .ff)-" fl i v's 
b(d(, k) e**-" " . I I  i! ~. 
The first two factors are ~< 1, s*/e > M 1-*, and the last factor is at most r ~. Thus 
we have 
., b(dl - ~FI, k - 1) < Kr,,M_(X_,) .
b(.,a, k) 
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to replace [2, (21)] and the argument of [2, p. 309] again applies, giving that the 
summation over n <~ M x/3 in (2.6) is o(b(m, k )). Thus v(m, k ) -  c(m, k) = o(b(m, k )) 
and the first part of Lemma 2.2 is proved. 
For the second part we note as before that 
v(m, k)-c(m, k )< 
rt~2 
( m_a~ b (.,~t - ~, k - l )  
Now if k ~ s -  s ~, then for n ~<M ~, a = 2_  6 we may apply the second part of 
Lemma 2.1 obtaining the estimate 
<~Kexp(-M2~-x-~)b(M-n) ~, r(~t) 
[~[=n 
<Kb(M)  exp(-M~'-I-~)r"M -(1-~)" ~, r(~) (2.8) 
I~l=n 
and again, proceeding as in [2, p. 309], we obtain that the summation in (2.8) over 
n ~<M = is less than 
K b(M) exp(-M2~-a- ' ) .  
(Note that if k ~< s - s ~ this argument applies to the entire summation in (2.8) and 
we are done.) If n >M ~ the nth term is at most 
la~lfn 
and if we  apply [2, equation (21)] and use the last estimate on page 309 of [2] 
1 1 with J=  M ~ (or equivalently e =~+~8 in this estimate) we obtain that the 
summation over n ~ M ~ is at most 
K b(M)2 -t~r~3-', 
provided 8 < ~.  
If we choose 8 =2 both parts of the summation in (2.8) are at most 
Kb(M) exp( -M ~-1-~) for k~ s+O(s TM)  and so the proof of Lemma 2.1 is 
complete. []  
Theorem 1 follows immediately from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
3. The proof of Theorem 2. 
We sketch the techniques which are similar to those in the previous section, 
except that inclusion-exclusion is required. A discussion on the latter may be 
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found in Bender [3, Section 4]. Let T be the multiset of all possible blocks of size 
b that can be formed from a set of type m. If repeated blocks are allowed (v and 
v* cases), then T contains repetitions. For X_  T, let N~(X) be the number of 
partitions containing X. It is necessary to estimate 
= E 
IXlfk 
When k is small, the significant contribution to Sk is from X's whose sets of 
elements are disjoint. When this is established overlap problems can be ignored 
and we are nearly dealing with the set partition case. An important step in the 
argument is 
Lemma 3.1. The number of ways of choosing t possibly distinct subsets or submul- 
risers from ~ with cardinalities J l , . . . ,  Jt is 
n' M', (1 +o(OO~M)~°~ 
provided h = O((log M) 5) and t = O((log M)S). 
Note that the lemma allows a slightly stronger statement of Theorem 2: t may 
grow slowly with M. Corollary 1 follows easily from Theorem 2. 
We can easily change 'size b' to 'size at most b' in Theorem 2 by means of 
generating functions. Let the coefficient of x' be the fraction of partitions with 
exactly t blocks of size at least b. The generating function is 
( (logs)i.~(.(log.s)')' 1-I ~., xt exp i! I \  i! !t! 
i~b  t;=O 
where 
=ox@-, )  z: 0o,,)',,,) = 
i~b  t~0 
/3 = Oog s)'/i!. 
i~b  
Thus the fraction of partitions with largest block size less than b is e -a. To prove 
Corollary~ 2 it suffices to determine /3. For i>( l+e) logs  the terms in the 
summation decrease rapidly so 
0 ( logs)b( l b '  logs)  - l "b
With C = log(1 - e -x) + ½ log(2~re) - x we have 
log/3 -~ b(log 2 s - log  b + 1) -  log(1 - e - \ ) - log  \/21re log s 
(e e l°g2s ~ C -½ 
"~ e log s log s 2-~og S I -  - x log 2 s 
- - "  IXo  
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